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g → χ ± + jj χ ± → W ± χ 0 pp →gg ,bb ,qq g → bb/ tt g → qq
Signal region definition
Three event categories can be considered, depending on number of b-jets identified in the final state: 0, ≥1, ≥3 b-jets.
Irreducible:
-signal regions with at least one b-jets : production with a vector boson, W or Z, decaying leptonically. -signal region with a b-jet veto: diboson production (WZ / ZZ plus jets).
-these backgrounds are estimated from Monte-Carlo simulations.
Reducible: can be divided in charge mis-measurement, fake leptons.
-with the requirements imposed in the signal regions the only significant contribution is from . -charge mis-measurement → the probability of one electron to have a wrong charge.
-fake leptons stem from the weak b-hadron decay.
-these background are estimated using fully data -driven methods.
-signal regions with at least one b-jets :
production with a vector boson, W or Z, decaying leptonically. -signal region with a b-jet veto: diboson production (WZ / ZZ plus jets).
-with the requirements imposed in the signal regions the only significant contribution is from .
-charge mis-measurement → the probability of one electron to have a wrong charge.
SUSY models
The results are interpreted in minimal supergravity (mSUGRA/CMSSM) and simplified models with strong pair production of SUSY particles.
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Data and expected background comparison Results
Number of observed events and expected background events in the three signal regions for the discovery case. Number of observed events and expected background events in the three signal regions for the discovery case.
Interpretations, model-dependent limits tt
Validation regions
All limits are using a fit based on likelihood method, and corresponds to 95% CL using the CL S calculation.
No deviation from the Standard Model is observed.
The most stringent constraints to date from ATLAS.
Introduction
Focus on strong production: look at squark / gluino decays with two same-sign leptons in the final state.
Motivation:
→ gluinos are Majorana fermions : allows for same-sign lepton pair production. → ≥3 leptons can occur during cascade decays. → Standard Model background is very low. Focus on strong production: look at squark / gluino decays with two same-sign leptons in the final state.
→ gluinos are Majorana fermions : allows for same-sign lepton pair production. → ≥3 leptons can occur during cascade decays. → Standard Model background is very low. 
SR definitions
Standard Model background
Background estimates are checked in e-e, e-μ and μ-μ channels, for several discriminating variables: good agreement, within estimated systematic uncertainty, is obtained.
exclusion case exclusion case Dominant source of systematic uncertainty: -SR0b: systematic uncertainty on fake rate, JES, b-tagging identification -SR1b: JES, systematic uncertainty on fake rate, ttV cross-section -SR3b: systematic uncertainty on fake rate, ttV cross-section Dominant source of systematic uncertainty: -SR0b: systematic uncertainty on fake rate, JES, b-tagging identification -SR1b: JES, systematic uncertainty on fake rate, ttV cross-section -SR3b: systematic uncertainty on fake rate, ttV cross-section
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